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one, control and defend the outer cut Cut EntryOutsideoffensive side control O1 pass to the wing player O3, and then around the
triangle in the end to cut corners. O3 to their axis of handoff (Handoff) back to cut O1, after three changes: 21, after passing through
the hand to break through the & Handoff; DriveIf the before the O1 defender X1 trailing O1, in short O3, O1 turned the corner and then
rushed into the basket. 2, handoff jumper after Handoff & Jumper< p > If defender X1 to bypass the passing of O3 to blocking O1 O1
can be in cut jumper or wipe cricket (because the bottom line shot narrowing the angle). 3, Handoff & Rollshort after transposition;< p
> If defender X1 and X3 in O3 passes to the O1 rotations, O1 by using O3 X1 dislocated anti passes to O3 and O3 can directly to the
basket attack or to the body is short of X1 back attacking the basket. 3< p > 2, control Wei inscribed inside cut entry when the
defender X1 in para vent side pressing away O1 on the other side (Overplay) or trying to hinder the O1 cut, O1 instead along the
inscribed triangle to corner mobile. 41, cut to the bottom of the basket basket cut if trailing defender X1 O1 and forcing O1 to inside
at the same time, the back to the wing passer O3, O1 can directly to the bottom of the basket is starting. If O3 failed to pass to O1,
O1 can be moved to any one corner to form a triangular sides. 2, cut to the other side of the corner opposite corner if O1 cut to the
basket bottom after the shift to the other side of the bottom corner, the wing O3 can pass to the low O5 singles or return to O2.
Another wing players O4 moved away from the area to the periphery, O2 is transmitted to the relocation of O4, O5 from the lower
side moved to the other side, and before cut to on the other side of the bottom of the O1 sideline triangle formation. < p > more the
latest shoes running shoes, NBA anecdotes and sports knowledge, please pay attention to the most Niubi sports equipment
community [when off], microblogging search "when off, micro channel search dunkhome and extra welfare wayward send. source: Xin
Olympic Basketball Club
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